
unit 1

unit 2

unit 3

unit 4

Face to face: What to say to a lecturer when you were absent.
Class etiquette: Can you eat/drink in class?
Groupwork: Video & Questions
Writing an e-mail to your lecturer.

Comprehension tests

Learning style

Teaching style

How to answer a comprehension info

A - Exam standard

B -  Content 20 marks (multiple choice)

C -  Content 10 marks: Different format - indicate
     if sentences are the same or different

D -  Content 14 marks: Statements agree with text or not
     Content 6 marks: Fill in the missing words

Determine if you are a visual, auditory or 
kinesthetic learner

Video and questions on how to match your 
learning style to a lecturer’s teaching style

Reflection on own time management
10 common time management mistakes (informative)

Video
Complete a mind map about different note taking strategies

Outline beforehand and mind map frame which can be printed
Then watch Video on the working memory
Compare your mind map with the given example

Section A: Content 50 marks (multiple choice)
Section B: Conjunctions 10 marks (multiple choice)
Section C: Scrambled text 10 marks (drag-and-drop)

How good is your English? 

Language test  Second opportunity

Introduction to formal academic writing  

Characteristics of academic writing (infographic)

Vocabulary
Sentence structure
Passive voice
Punctuation
Grammar

Intro activity: When to use which information source

Introduction: Searching for information video and questions

How to search for information

Evaluate information

Keeping track of bibliographic details - intro to reference list

Revision exercise

Selecting keywords from essay title
Video tutorial on searching in an academic database

Authority
Accuracy
Currency
Relevancy
Usability
Objectivity

Where to find information
How to find information
Evaluate information

Intro: Process of completing a written report

View instruction and marking scheme
Create your own checklist
Identify keywords of the task
Paraphrase the instruction in your own words
Check for prescribed sections of the assignment and other criteria
Timeline of a written assignment (planning)

Video
Download and read the given academic articles
Listen and/or read about the specific articles’ different sections:
   Title; Abstract; Introduction; Methodology; Results; Discussion; Reference List

Examples of plagiarised sentences with explanations

Step-by-step referencing video with questions
Multiple choice questions on referencing of applicable articles
Write an entry in the reference list

Dissect 3 sources to find information
Map found information to assignment sections

Different visual representations of information 
Line graphs
Bar graphs
Pie charts
Tables
Infographics
Percentage calculations (%)

Video: Academic writing (multiple choice questions on video)

Video: Structure of an assignment (multiple choice questions on video)

Video: Structure of a paragraph (mulitple choice questions on video)

PDF: Sign-post words

PDF: Characteristics of academic writing

The systematic assessment of four written assignments about the
link between adequate sleep and academic achievement at university.  
Students scroll through each assignment on screen and award a mark 
for different sections according to the marking scheme.

Well written annotated paragraph can be downloaded

Well written annotated assignment can be downloaded
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